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ATTACHMENT 2
TO REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
(_________________________.; Case# ________)

DEFINITIONS

<>. As used herein, “YOU” and “YOUR” or “YOURS” includes, _______, the
responding party identified above, as well as all agents, employees, attorneys,
predecessors, affiliates, and all persons acting or having acted on _______’s behalf or
in ___________’s name.
<>. As used herein,_______________” refers to______herein, _________.
<>. As used herein, the term “ABOVE-ENTITLED ACTION” means the instant
action, ___________ Case# _____
<>. “DOCUMENT” and its plural, “DOCUMENTS”, means a writing, as defined
by California Evidence Code Section 250, and includes the original or a copy of
handwritten, typewritten, printing, photostats, photographs, electronically, stored
information, and every other means of recording upon any tangible thing and form of
communication or representation, including letters, words, pictures, sounds or
symbols, or combinations of them.
<>. As used herein, "CONTEND" or “CONTENTION” is defined as "maintain or
assert"
<>. As used herein "LIST" is defined as "make a list of”.
<>. As used herein, "DESCRIBE" is defined as "to give an account or
representation of in words"

<>. As used herein, "EVIDENCING" is defined as "something indicative; an
outward sign"
<>. As used herein, "MEMORIALIZE" is defined as "preserve the memory of;
commemorate".
<>. IDENTIFY unless otherwise defined herein means to list the first and last
name, job title, address, and telephone number of the PERSON, AGENT, or BROKER
requested to be identified, or the title, description and number of pages, if applicable,
of any DOCUMENT request to be identified, or the name of the financial institution,
account number and the name(s) of PERSONS in whose name said accounts are held
for any source of funds requested to be identified.
<>. PARTNERSHIP as used herein means and refers to voluntary association
of two or more PERSONS who jointly own and carry on a business for profit with
shared benefit and shared risks.
<>. PARTNER as used herein means and refers to one of the two or more
PERSONS who jointly own and carry on a business for profit with shared benefit and
risks.
<>. RESIDE or RESIDENCE as used herein means the act or fact of living or
regularly staying at or in some place for an extended period of time as distinguished
from a place of temporary sojurn.
<>. JOB or JOBS as used herein means a post of employment; full-time
or part-time position.
<>. LEGAL ENTITY or LEGAL ENTITIES as used herein means any business
organization that is legally permitted to enter into a contract including a contract
including, but not limited to, sole proprietorships, corporations, limited liability
companies, partnerships, joint ventures, business trusts, and real estate investment
trusts.
<>. OWNERSHIP INTEREST as used herein means the fact of being an owner
with the legal right to the possession of a thing. In the case of corporations, an
ownership interest is represented by ownership of voting stock. In the case of
partnerships or limited liability companies, an ownership interest is represented by the

owner's proportional interest in capital and profits.
<>. REAL PROPERTY or REAL ESTATE as used herein refers to land and all
things which are attached to land.
<>. PERSONAL PROPERTY as used herein refers to everything except REAL
PROPERTY.
<>. EXPRESS or EXPRESSED as used herein means to manifest, express,
make known, or communicate in any way including, but not limited to setting forth a
thought, feeling, or opinion verbally, nonverbally, or in writing.

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION

<>. ADMIT that the following document attached as an exhibit to these requests
for admissions is a true and accurate reproduction of a genuine original: Exhibit ____
[Description of Documents; i.e. “Letter from Joe Blutz to Margaret Hatz dated 1/1/01]

OR

1. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a list of documents identified by Bates
number, date, author, and subject matter. An image of each document in .tif format has
been provided on the CD-ROM attached as Exhibit 2. Regarding each such document,
an electronic version of which resides on Exhibit 2, please admit:
(a) The electronic version of each document identified by Bates Number
in Exhibit 1 is a true, correct, and genuine copy;
(b) The genuineness and authenticity of the electronic version;
(c) The electronic version (or a printed copy thereof) is admissible as a
business record pursuant to [Missouri Rule].
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